Bringing the edge and cloud together
Data is at the heart of the Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) and Smart Manufacturing. By setting up suitable
platforms to collect and analyse data, it is possible to gain
in-depth, unique insights into manufacturing processes
that can lead to their optimisation. The most effective
setup combines edge and cloud-based platforms to get the
best of both worlds.
Chris Evans, Marketing & Operations Group Manager at
Mitsubishi Electric, looks at why the future of network
infrastructure balances edge and cloud capabilities.
Edge and cloud computing technologies might on the surface
be seen by some as competing platforms, in fact they are
synergistic: by harnessing the strengths of both of them and by
distributing the intelligent analysis in the appropriate way,
businesses can maximise productivity, efficiency and reduce
costs.
Machines and automated systems on the plant floor generate
colossal volumes of time-critical data. This data needs to be
analysed and processed in "real time" as in the world of automated production, the operating time base
is in seconds, milliseconds or even microseconds. Edge technology operates in real time and is able to
perform data processing using Advanced Analytics (AA) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) and carry out
predictive and preventative modelling.
Additionally, by processing this operational data at the edge, it is possible to reduce the number of data
points that need to be processed in centralised, cloud-based locations, resulting in substantial cost
savings.
Edge technology can provide seamless data co-ordination between the Operational Technology (OT) and
Information Technology (IT) layers. Edge technology that follows the guidelines laid down by the
Edgecross Consortium1 will support multiple network protocols enabling data to be collected from plant
level assets regardless of which automation vendor equipment is used to control them, thus removing the
age old issue, somewhat eased by the adoption of open network technologies, of communicating between
disparate automation platforms.
From the Edge to the Cloud
The key to unlocking the power of both edge and cloud based platforms is to decide which operational or
business driven task is best suited to either environment. As previously discussed, it is clear that time
critical operational tasks and production based analytics sit better in the real time processing capability of
the edge layer. However, business drivers such as continuous improvement analysis, whole life cost
measurement, overall asset performance analysis, scheduling and the management of costs, whereas still
related to production, are non-time critical activities and sit better at the enterprise level, in either a
centralised or cloud based environment.
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We often hear the term "Digital Twin" when discussing the IIoT and Smart Manufacturing, so where should
this reside in our plant topology? The digital twin put into simple terms is a virtual model of a process,
product or service, which then allows the logical comparison and analysis of "what we should have"
against "what we have actually got." It could in point of fact, reside either at the edge or the cloud but in
true process terms the ideal model is often created at the enterprise level and the logical comparison
carried out at the edge. Another way of considering this is, knowledge is developed in the cloud and put
into action at the edge.
Therefore, by leveraging the benefits of both edge and cloud computing technologies, businesses can
maintain optimal operational efficiencies and drive productivity up.
Limitless possibilities
As arguably it has always done, technology, especially in this space is evolving at a very fast pace.
Innovations such as Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality (AR), natural language understanding and
speech recognition, not readily associated with automation, could easily migrate to the plant floor for
further process intensification.
As these innovative opportunities are fast becoming practical realities, it is important for manufacturers to
choose the right solutions partner. By selecting future-oriented automation specialists, such as Mitsubishi
Electric, businesses can rely on high-quality technologies and solutions. In this way, it is possible to benefit
from these new technologies as soon as they are available and implement Smart Manufacturing strategies
effectively to boost operations as well as optimise processes.
1 The

Edgecross Consortium is a non-profit organisation with a gathering of the world's leading
companies, crossing the boundary of FA and IT, supporting open and free manufacturing innovation
without being dependent on a specific vendor.
Image caption:
Image 1: By leveraging the benefits of both edge and cloud computing technologies, businesses can
maintain optimal operational efficiencies and drive productivity up.
[Source: Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V.]

The image(s) distributed with this press release are for Editorial use only and are subject to copyright. The
image(s) may only be used to accompany the press release mentioned here, no other use is permitted.
All third party trademarks and/or registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners and are
acknowledged.
Note to Editor: if you would like the text in another language please contact Carolin Heel at DMA Europa
– carolin@dmaeuropa.com.
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About Mitsubishi Electric
With nearly 100 years of experience in providing reliable, high-quality products, Mitsubishi Electric
Corporation (TOKYO: 6503) is a recognized world leader in the manufacture, marketing and sales of
electrical and electronic equipment used in information processing and communications, space
development and satellite communications, consumer electronics, industrial technology, energy,
transportation and building equipment. Embracing the spirit of its corporate statement, Changes for the
Better, and its environmental statement, Eco Changes, Mitsubishi Electric endeavors to be a global,
leading green company, enriching society with technology. The company recorded consolidated group
sales of approximately 40.7 billion dollars* in the fiscal year that ended on March 31, 2019.
Mitsubishi Electric Europe, Industrial Automation – UK Branch is located in Hatfield, United Kingdom. It is
a part of the European Factory Automation Business Group based in Ratingen, Germany which in turn is
part of Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V., a wholly owned subsidiary of Mitsubishi Electric Corporation,
Japan.
The role of Industrial Automation – UK Branch is to manage sales, service and support across its network
of local branches and distributors throughout the United Kingdom.
*At an exchange rate of 111 Yen = 1 US Dollars, last updated 31.03.2019 (Source: Tokyo Foreign Exchange Market)

Further Information:
Website: gb3a.mitsubishielectric.com
Email: automation@meuk.mee.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/MEUKAutomation
Twitter: twitter.com/MEUKAutomation
YouTube: www.youtube.com/user/MitsubishiFAEU
LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com Mitsubishi Electric - Automation Systems UK
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Editor Contact
DMA Europa Ltd. : Carolin Heel
Tel: +44 (0)1562 751436
Web: www.dmaeuropa.com
Email: carolin@dmaeuropa.com

Company Contact
Mitsubishi Electric Europe B.V. Automation Systems Division : Garry Lewis, Manager - Marketing &
Communications
Tel: +44 (0) 1707 288769
Fax: +44 (0) 1707 278695
Web: gb3a.mitsubishielectric.com
Email: automation@meuk.mee.com
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